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My dear friends ,

It is my great honour and pleasure to share
with you here today the 2nd Edition of the
Maria Callas Monaco Gala & Awards , in this
magnificent and historic venue of the iconic
Salle Empire of the Hôtel de Pâris in Monte
Carlo.
It is also a great honor and pleasure to be
able to be here together today , to support
the great efforts and work of Her Serene
Highness Princess Charlene of Monaco and
Her Foundation in Monaco and South Africa .

I want to thank the very worthy artists who
have donated their works with their very fine
creations for this cause , and all of you who
I hope will support the causes of our charity
event.

1963 Mercedes-Benz, 300 SL Roadster
Sold for €3,143,440
WORLD RECORD FOR THIS MODEL SOLD AT AUCTION

ROLEX
Daytona “Paul Newman”
circa 1970
Sold for €424,200

Ioanna Efthimiou
La Présidente & Fondatrice
President & Founder

Also many thanks to Art Curial Monaco ,
Louise Grether , Auctioneer Geoffrey Ader,
and Maître Patricia Palmero for their very
kind participation and support in organizing
this beautiful and meaningful charity auction .
With all my appreciation and love !

Simon HANTAÏ (1922-2008)
Étude en bleu, 1971
Sold for €672,200

RTCURIAL
IS IN MONACO

Free and confidential valuations in 25 art specialities

Auctions
Every January & July in Monaco
All year long in Paris
www.artcurial.com
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Make an appointment
Louise Gréther
+377 97 77 51 99
monaco@artcurial.com

Monte-Carlo Palace
3/9 boulevard des Moulins
98000 Monaco
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Safe Greece project – Water Safety &
Drowning Prevention
In Greece, lifesaving training is becoming
essential thanks to the Greek Lifesaving
Sports Association (GLSA)
Since 2014, the Princess Charlene of
Monaco Foundation has been supporting
the “Safe Greece” project in Greece, initiated
by the Greek Government due to high rates of
drowning in the country.

Run by various partners since its inception,
the project seeks to limit the incidence of
drownings by means of practical lessons for
children, together with training courses for
lifeguards and rescuers.

The lessons, prepared and taught by Dr Stathis
Avramidis (International Swimming Hall of
Fame honoree, lifesaving teacher at Athens
University and an officer of the National Public
Health Organisation), give children and adults
the opportunity to gain a better understanding
of the risks and to develop good safety habits
in a water environment.
In 2020, the Greek Lifesaving Sports
Association (GLSA) took over the project.
The GLSA, presided over by Dr Avramidis, is
a new entity whose purpose is to promote
water safety and lifesaving sport throughout
the country. In its first 2 years of existence,
the association obtained outstanding results –
testimony to the passion and determination of
its managers, highlighting the importance of
water sports and offering hope for the future
of lifesaving in the country.
Most notably with summer camps organised
in the Athens region, “Safe Greece” offers
educational activities at sea or in a pool
4

which are highly appreciated by the younger
generations.
During the summer of 2021, 2,145 children and
young adults took part in the camps, learning
basic survival swimming and lifesaving skills.
573 adults followed a lifesaving course and
became theoretical water safety instructors.

Dr Stathis Avramidis, President of GLSA:
“The preservation and saving of a human life is
a team effort. Thanks to the Princess Charlene
of Monaco Foundation, we save more lives,
and we continue to preserve the safety of
more children in Greece. The vision of the
Princess, the leadership of the Foundation and
their impact to the country and the world is
outstanding!”

© GLSA

Efraim Chalkias, GLSA Head of Volunteers:
“The Princess Charlene of Monaco Foundation
helps our country to become safer by
collaborating with GLSA. About 5,000 children
and adults are taught water safety. We thank
H.S.H. Princess Charlene of Monaco and hope
to continue this project for years.”

Panayota
Themistokleous,
Athens
University student: “Through our academic
preparation at Athens University, thanks to
GLSA and its partnership with the Princess
Charlene of Monaco Foundation, we teach
children water safety. It is a very nice
experience and I feel lucky to participate. The
love we receive from the children; we send it
to H.S.H. Princess Charlene of Monaco!”

Thanks to the programmes of the GLSA,
thousands of people become aware of the
risks of drowning and the importance of
standard water safety gestures, thus helping
to lower the frequency of drownings and
saving countless lives in Greece.

© GLSA
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Princess Charlene of Monaco Foundation
South Africa – The #ChasingZero initiative
“The rhinos cannot speak for themselves, but
we can speak on their behalf.”
H.S.H. Princess Charlene of Monaco
Chasing Zero is about speaking out against
the atrocity of wildlife poaching and doing
something about it before it’s too late.

Although poaching has decreased in recent
years, there is still much to be done. Poachers
are slaughtering rhinos for their horns, and
sometimes they even kill the dehorned rhinos
for the small piece of base horn.
H.S.H. Princess Charlene of Monaco means to
do all She can to protect the rhinos and other
endangered species. Therefore, the Princess
Charlene of Monaco Foundation South Africa is
raising funds to protect the rhinos and educate

our children about wildlife conservation and
preservation. We will chase zero regarding
wildlife poaching and ensure everyone knows
that rhino horns belong to the rhinos.
Together, we will do all we can to save our
rhinos and other endangered species.

Responding to H.S.H. Princess Charlene of
Monaco call for supporting the salvation of
the African rhinoceros, we decided to make
our response through Art. The Maria Callas
Monaco Gala & Awards and its President Mrs
Ioanna Efthimiou is joining forces with the
Apergi brand by means of creating a beautiful
piece of jewellery in various forms, depicting
the whole of the rhino for the first time.

The idea behind the Rhinolove Enamel
Collection

The South African branch of the Foundation
was established in 2014, in Johannesburg.

In South Africa, the Foundation has
implemented projects in Cape Town, KwaZuluNatal and Gauteng, many of which reach out
to underprivileged youth and teach them how
to enjoy the benefits of sport in a safe and
controlled manner. Thus far, the Foundation
has worked with thousands of South African
youths. The valuable work of the Foundation
also extends to children from disabled
communities, who are often marginalized and
neglected.

The Collection
Rhinolove pendant in Gold 750˚(K18) with 40
diam (0.16ct)
Rhinolove pendant in platinized Silver 925˚
with zirconia
Rhinolove bracelet in Gold 750˚(K18) with
diamonds (0.16 ct)
Rhinolove bracelet in platinized Silver 925˚
925 with zirconia
Rhinolove bracelet in Gold 750˚ (K18) with
enamel
Rhinolove bracelet in platinized Silver 925˚
with enamel
We regard the chasing and dehorning of the
rhinos as a tempest of malice in this world,
that now is about to come to an end.

Jewellery depicting horns are not to be worn
anymore as they are a reminder of what has
been taking place in Africa: the horrendous
dehorning of the rhinos is a vulgar human act
that destroys the beauty of the world and leads
to the extinction of this unique prehistorical
animal. It is our duty to our planet and to
ourselves to participate by supporting this
noble cause. The net profit from the sales
will be delivered to the Princess Charlene
Foundation for its purposes.

And each end of a tempest leads to a rainbow,
thus for our little enamel rhinolove we chose
the 7 colours of the rainbow. We hope the
whole world is going to love this adorable
rhino and help in the salvation of the African
rhinoceros.

Photographer: Ami Vitale (@amivitale)

Guests at the Maria Callas Monaco Gala 2022
will have the opportunity to support this
project during the wonderful event that has
been organized at the Hotel de Paris on May
5th, 2022.

Xaris Apergi, Architect & Jewellery
Designer
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© Christian Sperka
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Lot Nr 2

Lina Condes
Love Collection. Love is the only way (2019)
30 x 16 x 65 cm, Stainless steel, fiberglass, candy color
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Lina Condes (b.1988, Ukraine) is a contemporary
American - Ukrainian artist known for her stick figure
sculptures, earned her MFA in Fine Arts, Interior and
Furniture Design from Kiev University of Technology and
Design. Born in the countryside of Cherkassy City, she grew
up in a family of a professor of physics and math, which
is what drew her understanding of an industrial material
for her future sculptures from an early age. Lina’s work is
conceptually positioned at a heavylight, high-low axis. The
sculptures are created using common industrial stainless
steel, fiberglass wood and stone, through which she seeks
to authentically represent the emotional and mental lives
of modern people. Her sculptures are strongly inspired
by the Italian Renaissance. In her anatomic studies, Lina
investigates the lineage of traditional figurative sculpture
by masters such as Giorgio Vasari and Leonardo Da
Vinci and updates it using contemporary technologies.
Condes focuses on ‘mental states’, different emotions and
psychological conditions that she attempts to represent by
blending materials, shape and color. In a way, she works
with metal and wood as if they were bronze and marble.

Selected Exhibitions
2022 Group Show “Art For Ukraine”, Palm Beach Modern
+ Contemporary. Avant Gallery/USA
2021 Market Art and Design. The Hamptons. The White
Room Gallery, Bridgehampton, NYC
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Summer
Exhibition
2020 Christies’ group show “Educate”, NYC. USA
2019 Solo show “Dwellings of Eternity”. Crossing Art
gallery. NYC, USA Art New York. Avant Gallery, NYC
Christmas Public Art Installation. Flashing. Crossing
Art Gallery, NYC.USA
2018 Group show “Heat”. Biennale di Venezia. Venice, Italy
Art Miami Pavilion. Avant Gallery, FL
2017 Solo project "Extraterrestrial Odyssey" during
Biennale Di Venezia'57
Istanbul Contemporary (M17 Contemporary Art
Center),Istanbul, Turkey
Solo show “Potpourri” Kiev National Museum. Ukraine
2016 Solo show “Potpourri” Kiev National Museum. Ukraine
Art Kiev Contemporary. Ukraine
Group show. Historical Chocolate House. Kiev, Ukraine
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Lot Nr 3

unparalleled knowledge with optical art generates
intense effects and visual shocks in the viewpoint
of his artwork.

Unlike Vasarely, Marin goes beyond by drawing lines
that complement natural human characteristics
and movement. This novel technique breathes
life into the human image; shadow effects bring
about body and facial protrusion, unusual and
uneven lines produce hair movement, and color
differentiation generates draping effects in
clothing. In combination, these effects not only
symbolize iconic figures, but they also bring about
an emotional presence of the celebrity.
As Proust quoted, “Our social personality is created
by the thoughts of others,” Marin masters the ability
to understand how others perceive objects through
his techniques and his aptitude of interpreting
optical art.
Blaise PARINAUD
Marcos Marin is a Brazilian artist born in Sao Paulo,
with a very particular experience, after having
lived for 10 years in Paris where he was inspired
by the great master Vasarely in the 90s, Marcos
lived in Miami among great masters of optical
art from 2000 to 2006, participating in the most
prestigious art fairs. Marin came to Monaco in 2005
and became one of the favorite artists of Prince
Albert II and also art patrons such as Pierre Cardin
and Stanley Ho of Macau that commissioned large
productions of monumental sculptures. Marin then
became well known worldwide for making optical
portraits, official portraits of Presidents, royal
families, actors, great personalities that are part of
his «iconographic» journey.
His most famous works are a series of monumental
portraits of «Grace», paintings and sculptures that
have become public monuments, among other
icons of contemporary history.

The power of his art does not go unnoticed,
becoming pieces of great presence and impact as
true local references.
Art critics
Marcos Marin
"Maria Callas" Optical portrait by Marcos Marin
Acrylic on canvas 150 x 120 cm framed
Monaco 2018
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While the standpoint of the art changes within
the beholder's eye, Marin’s artwork goes beyond
simple trompe l’oeil that is common amongst most
kinetic artists. Marin’s distinctive familiarity with
the human perception along with his unrivaled and

Mitsukoshi

Exhibition "Les Anneés Grace Kelly" Tokyo, Japan

Marcos Marin’s serigraphies, paintings and
sculptures not only combine three-dimensional
light, color and movement, but also bring about
an interpersonal connection with the viewer. The
portraits of contemporary celebrities come to
life as soon as they are approached, and outdoor
sculptures play with the surrounding setting to
enhance environmental characteristics.

Marin places the viewer in a curious situation,
where the viewer triangulates with the art piece in
order to observe a variety of physical perspectives.
Marin’s artwork also leverages the laws of human
perspective through color interaction. Portraying
a balance between warm and cold colors, Marin’s
masterpieces create an unprecedented balance
that brings the artwork to life, as the effects create
spatial and three dimensional appearances, and
subsequent movements.
Along with breakthrough and eye-catching
optical illusion methodology, Marin brings about
Vasarely’s ‘fourth dimension,’ as his technical
wisdom of combining layering, colors and emotion
highlights responsive and transcendental effects
that resurrect iconic figures.
Sylvie FERRE

La Tribune de Megève France
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Lot Nr 4

Carole Fauerman
Dimensions (cm) Height: 33,02 Width: 27,94 Depth 12,7
Brooke With Beachball, Wall Hanging
12

Carole A. Feuerman (born 1945) is an American
sculptor and author working in Hyperrealism. She
is one of the three artists credited with starting
the movement in the late 1970s. She is best known
for her iconic figurative works of swimmers and
dancers. She is the only artist to make life-like
outdoor sculptures and the only woman to sculpt
in this style.
Growing up in New York, Feuerman was deterred
from being an artist. She attended Hofstra
University, Temple University, and graduated from
the School of Visual Arts in New York City to begin
her career as an illustrator. During the early 70’s she
went by the artist’s name Carole Jean, illustrating
for The New York Times and creating album covers
for Alice Cooper and the Rolling Stones, to name a
few.
She has taught, lectured, and given workshops at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Solomon
Guggenheim Museum. In 2011, she founded the
Carole A. Feuerman Sculpture Foundation. Her
artworks are owned by thirty-one museums, as
well as in the collections of the City of Peekskill,
New York, the City of Sunnyvale California, Former
President and Former Senator Hillary Clinton,
the Frederick R. Weisman Art Foundation, Dr.
Henry Kissinger, Mr. Steven A. Cohen, Alexandre
Grendene Bartelle, and the Malcolm Forbes
Magazine Collection.
Feuerman’s public works have been displayed
across the globe, including but not limited to:
Central Park and SoHo, New York, l’ Avenue George
V in Paris, Harbor City in Hong Kong, Milan, Rome,
Giardino della Marinaressa in Italy, New Bond
Street, Canary Wharf in London, and Knokke
Heist in Belgium, the National Portrait Gallery of
the Smithsonian Institution; the State Hermitage
Museum; the Venice Biennale; Galleria d’Arte
Moderna; Palazzo Strozzi Palace and Palazzo Reale
in Milan.
Feuerman’s selected awards include the Best

in Show at the Third Beijing International Art
Biennale, Beijing, China, the 2001 Lorenzo De
Magnifico Prize for the International Biennale of
Contemporary Art in Florence, Italy, the Prize of
Honor in 2002 for the Ausstellungszentrum Heft in
Huttenberg, Austria, and the Medici Prize awarded
by the City of Florence.
She lives in New York City, and is the wife of Ronald
Cohen, and the mother of Lauren Leahy, Sari Gibson,
and Craig Feuerman, and the grandmother of
Hannah and Sam Leahy, and Isla and Kai Feuerman.
ARTIST STATEMENT
Through my sculptures I convey my feelings about
life and art. It is far easier for me to express my
emotions through sculpture than through words.
I portray the inner life of each image I create to
capture the passion and sensuality of my subject.
In this way, my work speaks to the viewer, evoking
both an emotional and an intellectual response.
My early hyper-realistic sculptures invite the
audience to contemplate the intriguing dichotomy
of realty in life and art. While my current work in
metal is inspired by the idealized forms of ancient
civilizations, in my trompe-l'oeil works, figures are
portrayed as fragmented reality. Although only a
portion of the body is presented, extensive detailing
makes each figure come to life. In contrast, the
classical subjects of my work in metal are realized
through a technique I developed for dripping and
pouring molten materials.
Throughout my artistic career, my style has
undergone many transformations, but my passion
for art and my love of creating art endure.
Through my sculptures I convey my feelings about
life and art. It is far easier for me to express my
emotions through sculpture than through words.
I portray the inner life of each image I create to
capture the passion and sensuality of my subject.
In this way, my work speaks to the viewer, evoking
both an emotional and an intellectual response.
My early hyper-realistic sculptures invite the
audience to contemplate the intriguing dichotomy
of realty in life and art. While my work in metal
is inspired by the idealized forms of ancient
civilizations, in my trompe-l'oeil works, figures are
portrayed as fragmented reality. Although only a
portion of the body is presented, extensive detailing
makes each figure come to life. In contrast, the
classical subjects of my work in metal are realized
through a technique I developed for dripping and
pouring molten materials that I call Painting with
Fire.
Throughout my artistic career, my style has
undergone many transformations, but my passion
for art and my love of creating art endure.
Carole A. Feuerman
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Lot Nr 5

RAFAL FRANKIEWICZ attended Academy of Fine
Arts in Łódź (Poland)
From 1999 he works with stone carving and from
2007. he runs his own sculpture studio .Participant
of many sculptural plein-airs in Poland and abroad,
creator of portrait souvenir reliefs and statuettes;
specialization: figurative funeral sculpture,
monumental and small, designing spatial forms.
In the Polish Stonework Association, as a member
of the Management Board, he coordinates the art
section associating sculptors.

Together with them, he promotes manual
processing in stone. Participant of the First Hand
Stone Processing Championships and Master
Shows during the International Stone Stone Fair.
The sculptures presented at the exhibition come
from the latest series entitled "Lodz Caryatids"

These are sculptures referring on the one hand to the
traditions of the Greek Caryatids, and on the other
hand - to the ethos of Women in the modern world.
The creative search for an adequate, contemporary
form resulted in a sculpture with bold lines, soaring
proportions, lightness and feminine charm.

Rafal Frankiewicz
Dancer 33x34cm, gypsum sculpture
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Lot Nr 6

artistique de la Fondation. Il réalise des
performances pour la Galerie Clédalique à Cadaqués,
créée par Salvador Dali et Miette. ces mêmes
performances seront présentées à Montserrat Dali,
la famille du philosophe Catalan Pujols, l’héritier
Lorca, Yves Coppens, Mstislav Rostropovich, Mais
aussi Teeny la femme de Marcel Duchamp. Apres
sept ans de performances à la Galerie Clédalique, il
suit les conseils de Teeny Duchamp et revient à la
peinture; il commence à expérimenter l’acrylique
sur plexiglas en 1997.

En 2000, il expose à Paris chez Sasha Tarassoff qui
l’associe au mouvement Support- Surface et perçois
dans son travail un prolongement audacieux de la
New New New Painting.

Artiste français résidant à Paris. Il travaille sur
de multiples supports (peinture, sculpture,
performances et installations) et différents médias
(Photo, Film, Son).

Centré sur l'énergie véhiculée par la lumière, la
métamorphose perpétuelle, l’intemporalité, la
notion de chrysalide, le chaos et le dialogue des
énergies fondamentales révélées par la matière.
Il développe une approche de la peinture en 4
dimensions, l’infini: Alpha/Omega sur un même
plan sans aucune distinction hiérarchique. Ce qui lui
permet de remettre en question le tri-dimensionnel
dans sa matérialité nihiliste et romantique.

Jean-Noel Chazelle
«Entre l’Infini» Portraits Doubles
1,05mX1,05m, Golden Acrylics / Reverse Acrylics / Plexiglas, 2019, 11 000€
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Né à Dakar, Jean-Noël CHAZELLE quitte l’Afrique
à l’âge de 6 ans et s’installe en France avec ses
parents. Nourri par les mythes africains, son
imaginaire est son terrain de jeux; dès l’age de 5 ans
il s’intéresse à l’invisible qu’il essaye de capter avec
son premier appareil photo. Il explore différentes
formes d’expressions artistiques. Sa perception du

Il part aux Etats-Unis; entre dans de nombreuses
collections. Ses Oeuvres sont exposées à Miami,
Los Angeles, New York. Son atelier dans le
Massachusetts deviens un Musée. Jean- Noel a
toujours été très confidentiel.

Après avoir été mis aux enchère à « Rock the
Casbah », le Charity de Mr Branson, il est choisi par
celui ci, pour le lancement des premieres ventes de
tickets pour voyager dans l’espace, comme l’Artiste
Européen définissant les bases de la peinture du
21eme siècle. En arrivant à Monaco il rencontre
immédiatement Joseph Nahmad avec qui il liera
une Amitié forte. Il compte à Paris sur le soutient
de Claude Klotz; écrivain, ami de Roland Topor et
de l’éditeur Christian Bourgeois. En octobre 2019
il expose à Berlin; fait une lecture de son premier
recueil de poèmes devant l’Estate de Ws Burroughs,
le Alan Ginsberg trust et la fondation Henry Miller.

monde
rencontre
une
reconnaissance
internationale grace à ses oeuvres monumentales
réalisées aux Etats Unis.
L’oeuvre de Marcel Duchamp «Etant donnés» est
un vrai révélateur dans son propre cheminement.
En 1991, Miette (sculptrice et peintre) l’invite
à collaborer au Rachdingue, fondation d’art
contemporain créée en 1967 par Miette, Dali et
Henri-François Rey.

Miette confie à Jean-Noël Chazelle la direction
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Lot Nr 7

He likes to rework objects from their initial function,
and to mix different universes between them.

Born in Paris in 1960 he first found his inspiration
in American magazines. He was talented enough to
customise guitars and motorcycles, and to become
the main customiser for Harley Davidson. His
unique paintings and original artwork became his
trademark.
Influenced by the Pop Art movement he turned
towards sculpture and earned an international
reputation with his collection called "Capsules",
that denounces the consumerist needs of our
society. He also successfully transformed car
jerrycans to reinvent them in his own way, as "Eau
de parfum"of luxury brands.

Devenu en quelques années LA référence du
Kustom en France et au-delà de nos frontières, Erik
Salin aime détourner les objets de leurs fonctions
principales, et mélanger différents univers entre
eux.

Erik Salin
«LIPS"
60x30 cm, polyester resin

Né à Paris en 1960 il trouve d'abord son inspiration
dans des magazines américains, avec assez de talent
pour customiser les guitares des grands rockers et
devenir le préparateur principal des motos Harley
Davidson : ses peintures uniques et ses créations
originales deviennent sa signature.

He expresses his freedom of tone with his lips
adorned with zippers, his skulls and weapons
revisited, displaying creative works and an
approach suitable for reflection.

Now recognised as one of the most gifted artists
of his generation in the custom and Pop Art world
Erik Salin is solicited worldwide: his artwork is sold
from New York to Dubai, from London to Tokyo.

Influencé par le mouvement Pop Art, il évolue
naturellement vers la sculpture, et acquiert une
renommée internationale avec sa collection
"Capsule", qui dénonce les envies consuméristes
de notre société. Il détourne ensuite avec succès
les jerricanes de voiture pour les réinventer à sa
manière, en "Eau de parfum" de grandes marques
de luxe.

Il exprime sa liberté de ton avec ses bouches ornées
de fermetures éclair, ses crânes et armes revisités,
proposant encore des oeuvres novatrices et une
démarche propice à la réflexion.
Désormais reconnu comme l'un des artistes les
plus doués de sa génération dans le Kustom et le
Pop Art, Erik Salin est sollicité dans le monde entier
: ses oeuvres se vendent de New York à Dubaï, de
Londres à Tokyo.
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In a few short years Erik Salin has become THE
reference of custom in France and worldwide.
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Costas Varotsos
A Journey
Mixed Media
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Costas Varotsos was born in Athens in 1955.
He lives and works in Greece. He studied
in the school of fine arts in Rome and in the
architectural school of Pescara in Italy. In
1991 he got a scholarship from the Fulbright
foundation and in 1999 he was elected as
a Professor in the Architectural School of
the Polytechnic University of Thessaloniki.
He is a member of the Engelberg Academy
in Switzerland. His Art pieces are in public
spaces in Greece, Cyprus, Italy, Switzerland,
Spain, Egypt and in the USA. His main wish
is that his art pieces are in direct connection
with the natural environment in which they
are displayed seeking always a way of osmosis
with the space. He has fulfilled numerous
personal and team exhibitions in Greece and
abroad. More specifically, he has participated
three times and the Biennale of Venice (1993,
1995, 1999), of São Paulo (1997) and at
the Documenta Kassel (2017). In 2014 he
was honored by the President of the Italian
Republic with the award of the Cavaliere de la
Republica Italiana for his giving in the Italian
arts. In 2017 he was honored with the Medal
of Commander of the Order of Merit received
by the President of the Greek Republic.

Untitled 2001, Bützberg, Switzerland
2004 - Honorary title of Cavaliere dell’ Ordine
della Stella Solidarietà Italiana, received by
the President of the Italian Republic
2004 - Key to the city of Palm Beach, City Hall
of Palm Beach, Florida, USA
2004 - Best sculpture award by The Year in
Review for the work Contiguous Current,
Palm Beach, Florida, USA
2000 - Member of the Engelberg Academy,
Switzerland
2000 - Street Trend award fort the work
Untitled 2001, Bützberg, Switzerland

Education
1976 - Rome School of Fine Arts, Italy
1977 - School of Architecture, Pescara, Italy
1991 - Fulbright Grant, New York, USA

Awards
2021 - Award of excellence for the
international career, Aristotle University,
Thessaloniki, Greece
2021 - Award for the work “L’Approdo. Opera
all” Umanita Migrante”, Otranto, Puglia, Italy
2020 - “I Bronzi di Riace” award, Turin, Italy
2017 - Medal of Commander of the Order of
Merit received by the President of the Greek
Republic
2014 - Tension-Energy most impressive
artwork in traffic-gyro, public election by SRF
3 (Swiss Radio)
2011 - Award of Excellence of the work
Tension-Energy by Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, Greece
2007 - Segno D’Oro award, Italy
2004-05 - Street Trend award fort the work
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Museum of Contemporary Art Shanghai China
National Museum of Modern Art Seoul Korea
Hellenic Museum of Melbourne Australia

In Grèce among others she has exhibited inBenaki,
Vorres,War Museum’s Theoharakis, Melina
Merkouri , Tehnopolis Foundation’s
Athens National Gallery, Art Athena

Museum of Contemporary Art Thessaloníki

She has created relief Mural on Sygrou Avenue
Athens Sculptural Complex on Kifissia Avenue in
Athens.
She participated in several theatrical productions as
Stage and Costumes Designer the latter at Festival
of Nafplion for the production of Igor Stravinskys.
Her jewellery participated in the exhibition fruits
and Symbols in Nomismatic Museum of Athens.
Erietta Vordoni graduated with the gérât prise in
amide and Dossier-Portofolio from the Athens
School of Fine Arts and continued her studies in
Paris at the Evole National Supérieure des Beaux
Arts a scholarship from the Academy of Athens she
studies under the influence of Cremonini and the
sculptor Cesar and was offered a life -long atelier by
the French Ministry of Culture in the middle 1990s.
Erietta Vordoni
"Love"
Oil on transparencies and metals.
37X42cm

She was awarded the highest Painting award at the
avant-garde Salon de Montrouge in 1997 in Paris
and the Painting award by the National Museum of
Monte Carlo.

A jewel made in Greece 2020 The year of Gold
Zappeion Megaron
Shanghai China International Expo
Museum Art and Design NY

Her works can be found in many oh the
oforementioned Museums and private Collections
such Agnieli, Pierre Dreyfus Frac.
She lives and works between Athens and Paris

She has made 33 solo exhibitions and participated
in many group exhibitions around the world.
Some of here most important exhibitions:

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art Nice and
Dijon Espace Avant Musée and FIAC in Paris France
Palazzo D Elle Exposizione Rome

Palazzo De Torre Chiara , Otto Art Center Milano
Italy
Queens Museum, Art Club NY America
22

Contemporary Art Center Benjing
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Sometimes, there are twists of fate that radically
change the course of lives. In 2008, while passing
through Montreal, actress Halle Berry visited an
art gallery and stood fascinated before a portrait of
Yves Saint-Laurent. She decided to buy it, without
knowing that she would launch an artist’s career.
The artist in question was André Monet.

After several years as a graphic designer in the
fashion and advertising industries, he embarked on
a full-time artistic career. Inspired by Andy Warhol,
his style relies on a technique that is all his own.
The background of the painting is made of various
collages, often newspaper clippings, in relation to
the personality that he immortalises in the drawing.
His pencil line is so precise that, at first glance, his
work could be mistaken for a photograph.

In 2014, when he was exhibiting in London, the
gallery manager suggested he make a portrait of
the royal couple, William and Kate. The portraits
toured the world and eventually assured his place
within the artistic hall of fame. Today, André Monet
exhibits his work all over the world and still lives
in Montreal, his hometown, with his wife and two
children.

Maria Callas - André Monet
300 Copies Worldwide
100x133cm
Aluminium Support + Silver Print + Matte Acrylic Glass
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Lot Nr 11

MAGDALENA GRONOWSKA is an interior designer
whose projects include both private homes and
business spaces like shops and restaurants .She
creates furniture and sculptures, but painting is
her favorite medium, one that she has always been
most drawn towards.

Creation, creativity, playing with forms and colors
has always been with her.
She has been doing this for many years, but her
inner voice pushes her the most towards painting.

She tries to show a multidimensional and
ambiguous world leaving the interpretation of it to
the viewer.

Very often her paintings tell multiple stories hence
the frequent diptychs.
These are stories about how different and how
similar we all are at the same time

Magdalena GRONOWSKA
Positions II
100x120 cm oil on canvas
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Ruslan Bolgov - Duality iii

Fairmont Hotel
12, avenue des Spélugues
98000 Monaco

www.belairfineart.com
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About us

Art-Box.Store founded by Dominika Janiak and Kashka Kornelak:

We are building art platform aiming to support and promote emerging and established artists.

We are striving to create a worldwide art community, including artists, art galleries, art colleges,
art foundations as well as art lovers and even shops selling art materials. We are planning to
launch later this year.
Our current online activities include daily presence on social media showcasing our artists.

Since 2021 we have organized 6 art exhibitions in Principality including participation in Monaco
Art Week.
We have also organized The Wall Art Zone project together with Samsung the Wall Europe
in a Luxury Living Lounge by Bond TM in Monaco, combining the world of art with the latest
technological trends.

We love campaigning for a better world and therefore at each event we support a nonprofit
organization like Childcare Monaco, Chances for Children Monaco and Children’s Hospital no 5
in Kharkov, Ukraine.
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www.mariacallasmonacogala.org
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